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Abstract 
Temporal evolution and spatial distribution of acoustic cavitation structures (evolving complicated patterns with clear boundary) 
in a very thin liquid layer were investigated experimentally with high-speed photography. The inception and disappearance 
processes of cavitation bubble cloud are revealed that the metastable cavitaton structures formed in the thin liquid layer cause a 
long-term "memory effect". The mechanism and effect factors of memory effect are analysed.  The redistribution of cavitation 
nuclei was investigated by changing the temporal decay of the memory effect. The thin-liquid-layer-cavitation method is useful 
for the investigation of cavitation nuclei because of the two-dimensional nature of thin liquid layer. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
A better understanding of the relationship of cavitation cloud and cavitation nuclei will contribute to the 
application of cavitation in the field of ultrasonic sonochemistry, ultrasonic cleaning and ultrasonic medical 
treatment. The mutual transformation of cavitation bubbles and cavitation nuclei is very common in ultrasonic 
cavitation field. However, the process is easily ignored. After cavitation bubbles collapse, remnants of cavitation 
bubbles (nuclei) persist in the original location and act as seeds for subsequent cavitation events.  We call this 
physical process "memory effect". 
Harvey [1](1944), Fox [2](1954) have noticed that the nuclei (unstabilized) may form as fragments of cavitation 
bubbles that persist from collapse of transient bubbles. Flynn [3](1984), Henglei [4](1986), Fowlkes [5](1988) have 
discussed the process of above-mentioned unstabilized nuclei become new cavitation bubbles. In addition to the 
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above studies, Yavas [6](1994) investigated the memory effect at a liquid-solid interface following laser-induced 
bubble formation, and presented a diffusion model to explain the observed decay mode. Wang [7](2012) investigated 
the spatial distribution of the cavittion bubbles in response to each histortipsy pulse and the corresponding lesion 
development process for different levels of cavitation memory. 
This study investigated the memory effect and redistribution of cavitation nuclei in a thin liquid layer (between 
two parallel solid walls) with one wall vibrate in a frequency of 40 kHz. The two-dimensional nature of thin liquid 
layer bring about some new characteristics to bubbles and nuclei, and, to our knowledge, there has not been any 
study on the cavitation memory effect in a very thin liquid layer. As an important symptom of memory effect, the 
temporal evolution and spatial distribution of acoustic cavitation structures (cavitation patterns with clear boundary) 
in the thin liquid layer were investigated experimentally with high-speed photography. This study gives much 
information about the characteristics of cavitation bubble and cavitation nuclei in thin liquid layer, providing the 
basis for future improvement of ultrasonic brazing technology. 
2. Experiment 
The experimental setup consisted of the ultrasonic cavitation devices, the high-speed imaging and illumination 
system, step motor-driven gap adjusting system, hydrophone and oscilloscope, etc (as shown in Fig. 1(a)). The 
ultrasonic horn was submerged in water in a transparent chamber (600 mm × 330 mm × 330 mm). Fresh tap water 
(with many nuclei) is used in the experiment so as to reduce the cavitation threshold. The similar results can be 
obtained in deionized water but with less cavitation bubbles, as compared to in tap water. The water temperature in 
the experiments is about 20 ºC. Cavitation structure is recorded with a high-speed camera (Photron Fastcam SA-1, 
Photron Ltd., Japan), and is illuminated with HALOGEN lamp (2600 W) and PI-LUMINOR high-light LED lamp 
(150 W). The positions of light source and high-speed camera (shooting angle) were adjusted for a better 
photographic effect.  
Step motor-driven gap adjusting system is used to fix the transducer and adjust the distance (liquid layer 
thickness: 1.01 mm) between the radiating surface (diameter: 30 mm) and reflection plane (glass plate) in the 
experiment (as shown in Fig. 1(b)). The piezoceramic sandwich transducer is well enveloped and can be submerged 
in water completely (as shown in Fig. 1(c)). 
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Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup; (b) Thin liquid layer between vibration body
          and reflecting body; (c) Piezoceramic sandwich transducer.           
3. Results 
The cavitation structures show different shapes for different liquid layer thickness [8]. In our experiment 
condition (layer thickness 1.01 mm), the cavitation structure shows circular pattern. There are no bubbles in the 
circular areas (as shown in the Fig.2), and these non-cavitation circular areas will move around in the long run. The 
memory effect of the cavitation structure was investigated in the same condition as in Fig.2. 
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The memory effect of cavitation structure was achieved by repeated turn-on and turn-off of transducer (as shown 
in the Fig.3). The circular pattern of cavitation bubble cloud change greatly with time (t = 0 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, 300 
ms). After turning off the transducer for 1.01 ms, the transducer was turned on and the circular pattern was restored 
to the original shape (t = 300 ms, 301 ms, 1313 ms, 1314 ms) because of memory effect.  Similar physical process 
was repeated again from t = 2327 ms to t = 4773 ms.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Memory effect of cavitation structure in a thin liquid layer. (a) Repeated turn-on and turn-off of the transducer; (b) Acoustic pressure 
when turn on the transducer; (c) Comparison of cavitation structure in two pictures. 
It was found in the experiment that the memory effect of cavitation structure was closely related to the time 
interval (as shown in the Fig.4). Correlation coefficient [7] was used to measure the similarity between cavitation 
structures (as shown in the Fig.3(c) and Fig.5). The original shape was well recognizable when the time interval less 
than 5s in our experiment condition. To find out the factors which weaken the memory effect, we thus tracked the 
small air bubbles (when the transducer is turned off, cavitation bubbles will stop radial vibration, air bubbles of 
different size will be formed in the liquid). A fast moving arbitrarily followed a slow float upward of small air 
bubbles were found when turning off the transducer (as shown in the Fig.6). These small air bubbles will become 
cavitation bubbles or bubble clusters acting as nuclei when turning on the transducer. 
4. Discussions and conclusions 
The disappearance and inception processes of the metastable cavitaton structures in the thin liquid layer (between 
two parallel solid walls with one wall vibrate in a frequency of 40 kHz) are investigated in this study. The cavitation 
bubble clusters show a particular spatial distribution pattern (cavitation structure) in the thin liquid layer due to the 
characteristics of narrow space. There is much position information for the circular pattern of cavitation bubble 
clusters:  the cavitation area and non-cavitation area intertwine with clear boundaries (as shown in the Fig.2 (b)). 
The position information will contribute to a more accurate evaluation of cavitation memory effect. The two-
dimensional nature of thin liquid layer brings about a long-term memory effect for a several-second duration (as 
shown in the Fig.5). The cavitation nuclei can be redistributed by the moving cavitation cluster (as shown in the 
Fig.3 (t = 1313 ms, t = 4757 ms)). In turn, the uneven distribution of nuclei can lead to the formation of cavitation 
bubble cloud with specific structure in a short time (several milliseconds) (as shown in the Fig.3 and Fig.4). An 
unfavorable factor which weakens the memory effect also be identified. Some nuclei especially the large ones will 
quickly move a short distance just after turning off the transducer. This phenomenon will not be found in large body 
of water. A non-zero cavitation bubble volume ratio at any time maybe responsible for the fast moving, since 
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bubbles are not collapse at the same time in the thin liquid layer (as shown in the Fig.2 (a)). The thin-liquid-layer-
cavitation method strengthens the memory effect and is useful for the investigation of cavitation nuclei. 
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